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Chapter Summary

The role of conveners in initiating and/or leading the formation of cross-
sector partnerships (CSPs) has received ample attention in the literature on 
partnership formation. However, what happens when two organizations jointly 
take up this role? This question is important in many complex partnerships, 
such as those on sustainable supply chains. We present a qualitative, 
longitudinal case study explaining how two organizations together convened 
the formation of a complex cross-sector partnership, and emphasize the 
changing roles of each organization individually and their shared relationship 
over time. We analyze how this process of “collective convening” unfolded, how 
it impacted the collaboration, and how the conveners coped with the tensions 
brought about by the constellation of collective convening. These tensions 
manifested at the interorganizational level in the relationship between the 
two conveners, but were also fed by each convener’s organizational level 
dynamics, as these dynamics influenced the collective convening process. 
A paradox perspective is appropriate to analyze the tensions emerging 
from the collective convening process and the ensuing organizational 
response strategies. We contribute to the literature on CSPs by introducing 
and elaborating on the notion of “collective convening”, which reflects a 
reality in complex CSP formation but has remained largely unstudied in the 
existing literature on convening. Further, we show how conveners bring their 
organizational level dynamics to the interorganizational level and how these 
dynamics influence the CSP formation process in positive and negative ways.
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5.1 Introduction

Research on cross-sector partnerships (CSPs) has acknowledged the 
importance of conveners30 in realizing successful collaboration between 
heterogeneous actors (Bryson et al., 2006; Gray, 1989; Stadtler & Probst, 
2012; Wood & Gray, 1991). Conveners can be defined as “organizations that 
have specific experience and capacity to build and/or facilitate” CSPs (Stadtler 
& Probst, 2012, p. 32) and “bring[ing] parties together for a shared purpose 
and to solve complex issues” (Montgomery et al., 2012, p. 383), to “establish 
common ground among major stakeholders” (Manning & Roessler, 2014, p. 
536). Conveners have been studied in various management and organization 
literatures such as CSP research (Gray & Purdy, 2018; Hundal, 2014; Stadtler & 
Probst, 2012; Vurro et al., 2010), institutional theory (Dorado, 2005), leadership 
theory (Fleming & Waguespack, 2007), social movement theory (Diani & 
McAdam, 2003) and knowledge management (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; 
Pemsel & Wiewiora, 2013). From these studies, we have learned much about 
the skills and characteristics required to successfully convene CSPs, and 
what roles conveners ought to play to successfully build and maintain CSPs.

CSPs have reached a paradigmatic status in the academic and practitioner 
debates related to sustainable development: over the past decades, we have 
witnessed the emergence of a “partnership society” (Googins & Rochlin, 
2000). In response, nonprofit organizations have increasingly taken up a 
role as initiators or conveners of CSPs, bringing relevant partners together 
for a shared purpose that is closely connected to their own organizational 
mandate (Van Hille, de Bakker, Ferguson, & Groenewegen, 2020). Previous 
research on convening of CSPs has, to date, primarily considered situations 
in which one organization or individual acts as prime CSP convener. However, 
we expect that – in practice – actors or organizations that possess all the 
required skills and characteristics to convene adequately are hard to come 

30 Research on conveners is characterized by conceptual ambiguity, as multiple terms have 
been used to describe the actors we call conveners. Examples are brokers (Hundal, 2014; 
Stott, 2019b; Tennyson, 2005), broker organizations (Stadtler & Probst, 2012), interveners 
(Gray & Purdy, 2018), facilitative leaders (Ansell & Gash, 2007), and bridging agents 
(Manning & Roessler, 2014). We opt for the term convener because of its relevance in our 
empirical domain, where this actor or activity is commonly referred to as convener or 
convening.
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by. For example, a convener has to know “the issues, has legitimacy (in the 
eyes of other stakeholders), is viewed as neutral, and has enough political 
clout to frame the collaborative vision” (Gray & Purdy, 2018, p. 75). Given 
the complexities involved in CSPs for sustainability, this role is likely to be 
shared among different parties. Because CSPs are widely acknowledged as 
an important means for promoting sustainability and other complex themes, 
knowing more about alternative ways of organizing CSPs is important.

In this paper, therefore, we study the collaboration between two 
organizations that together convene the formation of a CSP. We present a 
qualitative, longitudinal case study, using a process research methodology to 
track the development of what we define as “collective convening” for a period 
of 2 years. By zooming in on the interactions between the two convening 
organizations, we explore how these two organizations collaborate in the 
collective convening process, reveal how this process unfolds, and how it 
impacts the collaboration in positive and negative ways. Our analysis is guided 
by the following research question: How does collective convening unfold, and 
how do the interactions between two conveners shape the process?

Our findings show both benefits and downsides of collective convening. 
We find that tensions arise at multiple levels in the process, and therefore 
adopt a paradox lens to analyze our findings. Paradox theory is a relevant lens 
to explore how organizations deal with competing demands simultaneously 
(Smith & Lewis, 2011). At the interorganizational level, the two conveners 
engage in a paradoxical relationship, where they balance between being equal 
partners while there is a (financial) dependency between them as well. We 
also find that each convener deals with its own organizational level tensions: 
they bring these organizational dynamics onto the interorganizational level 
in their capacity as conveners. This implies that conveners are not neutral 
actors per se, but instead struggle in balancing their organizational level 
dynamics within their collective convening work – which can have both 
positive and negative consequences. In our case, these dynamics also 
influence the dyadic relationship between the two conveners, which started 
as synergistic but became conflictive during the process. Our analysis 
shows how interorganizational and organizational-level tensions interact, 
and can simultaneously frustrate and fuel the dynamic process of collective 
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convening. This is an important contribution, as CSPs are increasingly set 
up to address more complex societal problems, and hence understanding 
more about innovative and alternative ways of organizing such partnerships 
is important.

The paper is structured as follows. We first discuss prior research on the 
concept of convening and identify the gap in existing literature with regard 
to our notion of “collective convening.” We then briefly introduce paradox 
theory: the theoretical lens used to explain how collective convening unfolds. 
The method section elaborates on the data collection and analysis and is 
followed by a section on the research context in which we introduce the two 
organizations we study in this paper, and their relationship prior to their 
collaboration in this CSP formation process. The findings section presents 
the results of our analysis of the collective convening process. Lastly, in 
the discussion we contrast our findings with extant literature and theorize 
what “collective convening” entails, and how our analysis contributes to prior 
research on convening and conveners in CSP formation.

5.2 Theory

5.2.1 Convening cross-sector partnerships
Literature on CSPs has emphasized the importance of including conveners 
in CSPs to facilitate collaboration between stakeholders. Conveners, 
also sometimes referred to as broker (organizations), bridging agents 
or interveners (Gray & Purdy, 2018; Hundal, 2014; Manning & Roessler, 
2014; Stadtler & Probst, 2012), can play a crucial role in bringing together 
heterogeneous actors and support the balancing of different partners’ 
interests to ensure an effective CSP formation and implementation process 
(Gray, 1989; Hundal, 2014; Kalegaonkar & Brown, 2000; Wood & Gray, 1991). 
Convening is primarily considered relevant in early stages of partnership 
formation (Clarke & Fuller, 2010; Dorado & Vaz, 2003; Gray, 1989), although 
others consider its ongoing relevance throughout the entire CSP lifecycle 
(Stadtler & Probst, 2012; Van Hille et al., 2020). In this paper we focus 
on convening during the formation of a CSP, and define it as the process 
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of bringing together heterogeneous actors in a CSP and bridging different 
partners’ interests in order to define a joint ambition and strategy for the CSP. 
Conveners can be initiators or supporters of a CSP (Manning & Roessler, 
2014); others have referred to this distinction as proactive versus reactive 
conveners (Stadtler & Probst, 2012). Here, we focus on proactive conveners, 
organizations who start the formation of CSPs from their own initiative.

The skills or organizational traits required to be an effective CSP convener 
have been well-documented in the literature (cf. Ansell & Gash, 2007; Dorado 
& Vaz, 2003; Manning & Roessler, 2014; Stadtler & Probst, 2012; Svendsen 
& Laberge, 2005; Tennyson & Wilde, 2000; Wood & Gray, 1991). For example, 
proactive conveners require mandate (formal) or persuasion (informal) 
as sources of authority to facilitate their work (Stadtler & Probst, 2012; 
Wood & Gray, 1991). This authority is needed to ensure that the convener 
is considered credible in the eyes of CSP members as an unbiased party 
(Dorado & Vaz, 2003; Wood & Gray, 1991). The notion of being unbiased is an 
often mentioned trait of conveners, who cannot effectively play their role as 
a neutral broker if they have a vested interest in the collaboration (Ansell & 
Gash, 2007). Furthermore, conveners have to be familiar with the situation, 
issues and context, they require the capacity to see the beneficial impact of 
the collaboration for all partners involved, and need to possess a sense of 
timing (Dorado & Vaz, 2003; Gray & Purdy, 2018). They have to build trust 
among partners in order to shape productive group dynamics, promote active 
participation among the CSPs members, and display enough political clout to 
guide the process (Ansell & Gash, 2007; Gray & Purdy, 2018). Several of these 
skills or organizational traits can be acquired, learned, practiced and/or 
developed over time, meaning that conveners are – at least to some extent – in 
control of the attributes that facilitate their performance in convening CSPs. 
However, convening success also depends upon the perception that others’ 
have of them; whether they are recognized in their authority, legitimacy, and 
have the credibility to convene.

Given the plethora of skills and organizational traits required to effectively 
convene CSPs, it is not surprising that researchers have suggested that the 
tasks could potentially be shared among multiple actors (Ansell & Gash, 2007; 
Gray & Purdy, 2018). The idea is then, usually, that each convener plays a 
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different role, for example the organization bringing together the partners to 
explore the possibility to collaborate is not necessarily the same organization 
that – once the partners are brought to the table – negotiates the partnership 
agreement, or mediates in case of conflict between partners (Gray & 
Purdy, 2018). However, we argue that there need not be such an explicit 
differentiation of tasks between actors per se, and multiple organizations 
can also collaborate in a convening process with a less clear division of 
tasks – convening simultaneously instead of sequentially. Prior research on 
convening has barely studied this phenomenon of collaboration between two 
organizations that together convene the formation of a CSP. This is surprising, 
considering its relevance in the current partnership society, where CSPs are 
increasingly being set up to address complex societal problems that require 
innovative and alternative ways of organizing.

In this paper, we zoom in on the collaboration process between two 
organizations that together convene the formation of a CSP and hence focus 
more on the convening itself as opposed to the formation of the CSP: we 
specifically analyze the dyadic relationship between the two conveners, and 
consider the broader group of stakeholders involved in the CSP formation 
as context of our research. Because our analysis of this process revealed 
significant tensions, we turn to paradox theory to interpret our findings. 
Paradox theory has been successfully introduced in prior research on CSPs 
(Ashraf et al., 2017; Jay et al., 2017; Sharma & Bansal, 2017; Stadtler & van 
Wassenhove, 2016) and conveners (Van Hille, de Bakker, Ferguson, et al., 
2019) and is a relevant lens to explore the collaboration process studied in 
this paper, as we explain in the following section.

5.2.2 Paradox theory
Paradox research has emerged as a relevant lens to explore “how 
organizations can attend to competing demands simultaneously” (Smith & 
Lewis, 2011, p. 381). The competing demands that organizations face can be 
experienced as tensions, for example collaboration versus control, flexibility 
versus efficiency, or profit versus social responsibilities (Smith & Lewis, 2011). 
How organizations respond to these conflicting demands is an important 
factor in shaping organizational success. The common assumption in paradox 
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literature is that these conflicting demands or tensions are persistent, 
meaning that they cannot be eradicated by clever organizing or choosing 
one pole over the other: in contrast, the more strongly one of the poles is 
“chosen”, the stronger the pull toward the other pole (Lewis & Smith, 2014).

Research on paradox has taken flight over the past decade(s) and 
researchers have sought to provide conceptual clarity on its core constructs 
such as paradoxes, contradictions, or dichotomies (cf. Putnam et al., 2016; 
Schad et al., 2016). We adopt the term tensions, because it is a more widely 
applicable label, referring to the conflicting demands that organizations 
face that cause “stress, anxiety, discomfort, or tightness in making choices 
and moving forward” (Putnam et al., 2016, p. 68). However, tensions are 
not always explicitly experienced. Smith and Lewis (2011) introduced the 
distinction between latent and salient tensions. Latent tensions are dormant, 
not perceived, or ignored, as they are “embedded in organizing processes 
that persist because of organizational complexity and adaptation” (Smith & 
Lewis, 2011, p. 389). Such tensions can become salient when they become 
experienced by organizational actors (Smith & Lewis, 2011), spurring 
responses from organizational actors.

Responses to paradox have been well-documented in the literature (Poole 
& Van de Ven, 1989), and several typologies or response categories have been 
proposed (cf. Carlson et al., 2016; Putnam et al., 2016; Smith & Lewis, 2011). 
Following Jarzabkowski, Lê, and Van de Ven (2013), we distinguish between 
defensive and active responses. Defensive responses help organizations to 
temporarily deal with tensions, without “providing a new way to work within 
or understand paradox” (Jarzabkowski et al., 2013, p. 248) and are hence 
considered to be avoidance tactics. Examples of defensive responses are 
denial of the contradiction altogether, selection of one pole over another, 
or splitting the poles by having each of them be dealt with by a different 
unit within the organization. In contrast, active responses acknowledge the 
tension to be a persistent and natural condition in organizing (Jarzabkowski 
et al., 2013). Examples of active responses include spiraling inversion i.e., 
moving back and forth between the poles, balancing between the opposites, 
integrating the two poles by responding to both at once, and transcendence, 
i.e. attempting to create a synthesis between the poles and move beyond the 
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tension by reframing the poles in such a way that a new whole is created 
(Jarzabkowski et al., 2013). In general, active responses are considered to 
be a more promising way forward for organizations.

5.3 Method

This study, which focuses on the collaboration process between two CSP 
conveners in the formation stages of a CSP, is embedded in a larger research 
project: a longitudinal case study on the formation and implementation of 
a CSP. Because of our interest in the development of the CSP over time, 
we adopted a qualitative process research approach to track changes over 
time (Langley, 1999, 2007; Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas, & van de Ven, 2013; 
Tsoukas & Chia, 2002). Our final dataset on this case informs on a period of 5 
years of CSP formation and implementation: May 2013 to December 2018. In 
this paper, we zoom in on the collaboration between the two conveners in the 
formation of the CSP only, considering the period between May 2013 and May 
2015. We were able to collect in depth material on the partnership because 
of our unique ties to the organization that hosted our research: Organization 
A, where the first author was previously employed. Because of this close 
involvement with our host organization, we were well positioned as relative 
insiders to collect data on the collaboration between the two conveners.

5.3.1 Data collection
Our data collection spanned a period of 3 years, from March 2016 to February 
2019. As is common in case study research, we combined various qualitative 
data collection techniques to allow for triangulation. Combining for example 
interviews with a document analysis of archival material allowed us to 
mitigate retrospective bias regarding the formation of the CSP, which took 
place before our data collection began. Below we present an overview the 
collected data, also summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Overview of data-collected between March 2016 and February 2019

Interviews 28 interviews
 -  Organizations A and B (9)
 -  Steering Committee members (7)
 -  Other CSP participants (12)

Language: English (23) and Dutch (5)
Average length: 30 – 90 minutes
Total length: 1 174 minutes
Transcript: 500+ pages

Observation and 
participation

 -  1 day a week in office for 1 year with Organization A
 -  2-day trip to annual sector event in UK
 -  12-day visit to focus country of CSP
 -  Many informal conversations during observation and 
participation

Secondary data  -  Publicly available reports, blogs, websites, NGO reports
 -  Database of Organization A including meeting reports, 
strategic plans, draft MoU texts and 217 e-mail 
conversations on CSP formation

Interviews. We conducted 28 semistructured interviews with actors directly 
participating in the CSP. We first interviewed Organization A and gained 
access to other CSP participants (including the other convener, Organization 
B) through them. We started by purposively sampling interviewees from 
the five organizations that comprised the Steering Committee of the CSP, 
which included Organizations A and B – some interviewees were contacted 
multiple times to track progress. As our research progressed, we included 
also interviews with private sector companies (producers and buyers) and 
other civil society organizations participating in the CSP. Our analysis in this 
study builds primarily on the interviews with Organizations A and B (9), and on 
the interviews with other Steering Committee members (7) who were closely 
involved in the formation of the CSP. The remaining interviews, mostly with 
private sector organizations (12) were helpful in contextualizing our findings. 
Interviews ranged between 30 and 90 minutes each and were recorded and 
transcribed verbatim in English (23) or Dutch (3), with the exception of two 
interviews on which we took extensive notes. We obtained 1,174 minutes and 
over 500 pages of transcribed interview data.
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As is common in an inductive research design, we adapted our interview 
guide over time, based on new insights. The primary interviews with 
Organizations A and B, and other Steering Committee members, served to 
gain an in-depth understanding in the how and why of the CSP, the genesis 
of the CSP and its formation as experienced from their perspective – in order 
to obtain a variety of perspectives and be able to analyze the process from 
multiple viewpoints. With regard to the interviews with other stakeholders, 
we used the same interview guide for all interviews, focusing broadly on 
the interviewees’ perceptions of the CSP and its Steering Committee, which 
yielded helpful insights in the perceptions of CSP members on Organizations 
A and B. Finally, we conducted another round of interviews with Organizations 
A and B to fill any gaps in our retrospective analysis of the CSP formation, 
and used these interviews also as member check.

Observation and participation. During the first year of data collection, the 
first author conducted her research from the office of Organization A for 1 
day a week, which allowed for close involvement with the development of the 
CSP. It also allowed for many informal conversations with the employees of 
Organization A involved in the CSP, which increased our understanding of the 
(organizational) context in which the CSP had started, and sensitized us to the 
interorganizational relationships in the CSP (formation) process. We recorded 
novel insights and information gained during these informal conversations. In 
June 2016, the first author joined a 2-day annual tea sector event in the UK, 
hosted by Organizations A and B where she first met the Steering Committee 
members. In September 2016, the first author attended the CSP’s first Annual 
Progress Meeting in the focal country (including preparatory meetings), as 
part of a 12-day field visit to the country. These two visits were instrumental 
to contextualize the study in terms of understanding the tea sector and supply 
chain, and furthermore led to many informal interactions with interviewees 
and other partners in the CSP which were helpful in sensitizing us to the 
interorganizational dynamics between the two focal organizations, and within 
the CSP in general. Together, these visits yielded an additional 40 pages of 
field notes.

Secondary data. We gathered a wide variety of secondary data sources, 
combining publicly available documents and internal documentation on the 
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CSP to help us understand its formation process. Publicly available data 
were public reports, websites, blog entries, or NGO studies on the tea sector 
in general, to name a few. Through Organization A, we obtained access to 
crucial internal documents about the CSP and its formation, which aided 
our understanding of what happened prior to our involvement and fill any 
knowledge gaps from the data collected in the interviews. Including in these 
internal documents were meeting minutes, strategic plans, draft versions of 
the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in which the CSP partners ultimately 
solidified their ambitions, and in addition 217 e-mail conversations between 
Organizations A and B – and other prospective CSP partners – that took place 
during the formation of the CSP, including the negotiation of the MoU.

5.3.2 Data analysis
Because of our interest in the dyadic relationship between the two conveners 
who joined hands in the initiation and formation of the CSP, we zoomed in on 
the CSP formation phase only, and hence focused on a part of our total data-set 
collected in this study. Because we were involved with the CSP over a longer 
period of time, we iterated between data collection, analysis and theorization. 
A first step in our analysis was the development of a detailed timeline, or 
process database (Langley, 1999; Pettigrew, 1990; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). 
This timeline included all key events in the CSP formation process, informed by 
the interviews with Steering Committee members and the internal documents 
provided by Organizations A – especially the 217 e-mail conversations and 
draft MoU texts – were helpful here. The timeline provided a coherent 
(objective) overview of “what happened when,” and moreover, also sensitized 
us to the underlying dynamics within and between key organizations. Because 
the development of this process database revealed high degrees of tension 
and conflict in the CSP formation, we turned to the paradox literature in the 
interpretation of our case. A second step in the analysis was the coding of the 
interviews, using the qualitative data-analysis software package MAXQDA. The 
first author coded the interviews in an initial round of coding on manifestations 
of tensions in the CSP formation, leading to a number of apparent tensions, for 
example related to conflicting interests, strategic, operational tensions, but 
also relational, positional, and (inter)organizational-level tensions. Because 
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of our interest in the concept of convening, we narrowed our focus and zoomed 
in on the relational tensions between the two key organizations convening the 
partnership: Organizations A and B, and found that these two organizations 
dealt with tensions and dynamics at the organizational level as well as the 
interorganizational level of their collaboration. We discussed our initial 
analyses relating to these tensions in our final interviews with Organizations 
A and B, to test our preliminary findings and gather more specific insight on 
which tensions the organizations experienced (i.e., were “salient”), and how 
they dealt with them (“responses to paradox”).

5.4 Research context

In this section, we provide the context for our analysis by briefly introducing 
the two organizations and their prior interactions. Organization A is a Dutch-
based, publicly funded nonprofit organization founded in 2008, with the 
mission to strengthen sustainability in multiple commodity supply chains (e.g., 
tea, coffee, cocoa) and sourcing regions, through convening, co-funding, and 
learning activities with partners from both profit and nonprofit sectors and 
government. It has been active in the tea sector for over ten years. Initially, the 
organization focused a lot on mainstreaming sustainability certification in this 
sector, by co-funding projects to train farmers in good agricultural practices 
(with the objective to obtain certification).31 Later on, it broadened its scope 
toward convening cross-sector collaboration between sector stakeholders, 
including tea procurement, trade, and production companies, government, 
and civil society organizations like certification bodies, donors and other 
nonprofit organizations. This shift in focus changed the organization’s position 
in the tea sector, where it has built a solid reputation over the years: “Our 
involvement in the tea industry went from basically grant funding to serious 
convening, and at times now we are leading” (Interviewee 2, Organization A). 

31 Such projects were always implemented in collaboration with partners: implementing 
partners (often NPOs) with expertise in farmer training, and private sector companies, 
because the co-funding of Organization A was dependent upon private sector match-
funding.
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Its transition from a funding- to a convening organization in the tea industry 
coincided with the formation of the CSP studied in this paper.

Organization B is a UK-based nonprofit membership organization founded 
in 1997, funded by a combination of private sector funding (its members 
are international tea procurement companies) and public sector funding 
(coming from Organization A, among other donors). Initially, the organization 
focused on increasing the knowledge and uptake of social and environmental 
certification in the tea industry, however its approach shifted toward tackling 
complex, deep-rooted sustainability challenges that – in its experience – 
required action beyond certification. Its mission now is to convene the tea 
industry and its partners (NGOs, governments and development partners) 
in order to improve the lives of tea workers and farmers, including also the 
environment in which they live and work. Organization B has a somewhat 
hybrid position in between social and commercial orientation: the organization 
presents itself as a nonprofit organization, but is to a large extend funded 
by private sector organizations from the procurement side of the tea supply 
chain. Employing primarily development professionals, over the years it has 
built a solid reputation as an expert in sustainability in the tea industry:

“I think those stakeholders, I’m talking mainly buyers, traders; 
they look at us as experts in sustainability in the tea industry 
[…], for the last at least 10 years we’ve been building ourselves 
as the sustainability expert in the tea industry.”

(Interviewee 1, Organization B)

Organizations A and B, hence, had similar objectives and ways of working 
concerning their ambition to strengthen sustainability in the tea industry. 
Over the years, they collaborated on multiple occasions, working together 
on projects where Organization B was often an implementing partner of 
Organization A, which meant that it would implement projects funded by 
a combination of private sector funding from its members, matched with 
public funding from Organization A. Organization B had ample experience 
in implementing such projects – having also staff employed in tea growing 
regions – whilst Organization A primarily played a funding role in these 
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interactions, asking Organization B to report on the progress and results of 
the projects. However, their relationship grew stronger over the years, and 
they became strategic partners as well in their efforts to institutionalize the 
sustainability dialogue in the tea sector:

“We built a trusting relationship with Organization B, which 
grew stronger and led to joint organization and co-hosting of 
an annual event.”

(Interviewee 1, Organization A)

This annual tea sector conference, organized since 2013, aims to facilitate 
dialogue and learning between sector stakeholders. The two organizations 
developed a solid, trusting relationship over the years:

“We worked very well together and I would say we would 
often bounce ideas off each other, we would check things with 
each other carefully. I felt we had quite a good, interesting 
relationship.”

(Interviewee 2, Organization B)

The CSP formation studied in this paper started in a similar vein as earlier 
projects: Organization A co-financed a study on wages in the tea industry 
in 2013 that Organization B undertook together with an international NGO. 
The results of the study (the “Wages Report”) shocked the tea industry, as 
it revealed the severity of the low wages being paid to wage workers (tea 
pickers) on tea plantations in multiple tea growing regions. It showed that, 
despite the fact that many of these estates were certified, the people working 
on these estates (and their families) were still living in poverty. As a direct 
response to the outcomes of this study, a CSP was established to tackle the 
issue of wages in one particular tea growing region in the global South. Our 
analysis starts here, and covers the collaboration between Organizations A 
and B on the formation of this CSP, which took 2 years to materialize and was 
eventually launched in May 2015.
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5.5 Findings

Organization B initiated the scoping activities for a CSP as a direct follow-
up to the Wages Report in 2013 and they collaborated with Organization A 
in connecting with supply chain partners to scope interest in a sector-wide 
program among stakeholders. Organization B had a strong connection with 
the procurement-side of the industry, but it also connected with the producers 
in the focal country early in 2014, including them in the process early on 
and determining a course of action that could be supported by the whole 
supply chain. Organizations A and B organized two “scoping trips” to the 
focal country in 2014 (in May and November), where they visited tea estates 
together with procurement companies and organized sessions with the 
Association representing the producers. As a follow-up to the second scoping 
visit, the idea of a sector-wide MoU was coined. The MoU served to solidify 
the ambitions of the CSP, and to seek commitments of supply chain actors to 
achieve these ambitions. Organizations A and B jointly led the negotiation of 
the MoU and the subsequent process of convincing supply chain partners to 
sign it, which took approximately 5 months. The MoU was eventually signed 
in May 2015 by 35 organizations who participated in the CSP: a combination of 
private sector organizations (procurement companies, traders and producers) 
and nonprofit organizations (certification bodies, donors, NGOs). A Steering 
Committee was appointed comprising 5 organizations: Organization B as 
representative of the procurement companies, the Producer Association 
representing the producers, an international NGO representing civil 
society, a donor to the CSP, and lastly Organization A was appointed Chair 
and Secretariat. Table 5.2 summarizes the key dates of the CSP formation 
process. Our analysis ends at the point in time where the MoU was signed 
and the Steering Committee installed, as this marked the transition from 
the formation to the implementation of the CSP. From our analysis, we 
found four salient dynamics that shaped the collaboration process between 
the two conveners, which we will detail below. In the appendix, we include 
representative quotations for each of these dynamics.
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Table 5.2: Timeline of the CSP formation process

May 2013 Wages Report published

May 2014 First scoping visit to focal country

November 2014 Second scoping visit to country of focus

May 2015 MoU signed by CSP participants and
Steering Committee installed

5.5.1 From single to collective convening: The changing relationship 
between Organizations A and B

Organization B kick-started the process of scoping interest for a CSP and 
reached out to Organization A to participate in and finance (parts of) the 
project – a role it had played often in prior interactions with Organization B. 
Soon in this process, however, Organization A made it clear to Organization 
B that it envisioned a bigger role for itself in this project: “Organization A 
is still eager to work out the right [country] strategy and be visibly leading this 
with Organization B” (E-mail January 2014). The desire to play a bigger – 
convening – role in this CSP was motivated by the shift of Organization A 
from a funding to a convening organization. Organization B also recognized 
this ambition of Organization A: “They really wanted to get known for convening. 
They started taking a much more active role […]” (Interviewee 2, Organization 
B). At the interorganizational level, hence, this new role of Organization A 
changed the relationship between the two organizations: from the (financial) 
dependency that had dominated earlier interactions, toward more equality in 
jointly convening the CSP formation in this case. Simultaneously, however, 
Organization A also maintained its funding role in the CSP formation. The 
tension between equality and dependency in the relationship between the 
two conveners was initially latent, and had no apparent negative influence 
on their collaboration. Instead, it actually worked for the benefit of the CSP 
formation process.

Analyzing early scoping activities that took place in the first months after 
the Wages Report was published, we found that Organization B primarily 
initiated and led most of the dialogues with potential CSP participants – which 
made sense considering its leading role in the publication of the 2013 Wages 
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Report. However, Organization B facilitated Organization A to become more 
actively involved as convener, by introducing it to Organization B’s network, 
including it in the discussion and dialogues early on. The two organizations 
complemented each other: Organization B reached out to organizations that 
had an interest in getting involved in the process such as its own members 
(procurement companies), but also certification bodies, international NGOs 
and producers in the country of focus. In doing so, it played an important 
bridging role between these organizations. Organization A contributed by 
bringing in missing stakeholders, for example procurement companies 
and traders that were not a member of Organization B. Organization A also 
brought in its financial resources, and its experience from other commodity 
sectors.

Because of their already existing working relationship in prior projects, 
the representatives of the two organizations communicated easily with 
one another – they had frequent updates through Skype and in person, and 
communicated extensively via e-mail. Analyzing the e-mail conversations in 
our database, we observe e-mails in a very informal tone of voice, oftentimes 
multiple conversations including several e-mails being sent back and forth 
on the same day, and lengthy updates on calls and meetings that either 
one of them had with potential CSP partners – keeping each other in the 
loop of their separate activities and maintain alignment on their objectives. 
The collaboration between the two conveners appeared to be based on a 
synergistic relationship, complementing each other’s strengths and network, 
and working harmoniously together, despite the apparent lack of a clear or 
formal division of tasks between the two organizations. The organizations 
reaped the benefits of their collaborative convening and jointly led the CSP 
formation process in its early stages.

5.5.2 Organization B: Hybrid position becomes salient tension
The fact that Organization B took up such an active convening role in the 
CSP formation from the start was strongly motivated by the outcomes of the 
Wages Report it had published together with an international NGO, befitting 
its nonprofit mission to convene the tea industry for the benefit of tea farmers:
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“We were involved in establishing this program, as you know, 
early on […] [Organization B] has got a mission to improve the 
lives of tea workers. You know, it felt if we didn’t try to find a 
path around these issues to do with very low incomes […] we 
weren’t doing our job. So I think from our own perspective, it 
came from a quite moral but strategic perspective as a mission-
driven organization.”

(Interviewee 2, Organization B)

Despite this “moral but strategic” perspective, the producers, represented 
by the Producer Association, saw Organization B as a proxy for its members 
of international procurement companies. Instead of recognizing Organization 
B in its non-profit convening capacity, the producers believed Organization 
B to be “speaking on behalf of the buyers, their members” (Interviewee 1, 
Producer Association). Producers did not have faith in Organization B’s moral 
motivations toward the formation of the CSP and, as a consequence, did not 
recognize Organization B as unbiased, neutral convener.

The hybrid structure of Organization B, making it well-positioned to 
convene in the European context of the tea supply chain, was now working 
against it in the focal country of the CSP. The tension between its social 
motivations and commercial backing became a salient contradiction 
frustrating the convening process. For Organization B, it was an unfamiliar 
and challenging situation in which it found itself:

“Obviously, I understand why people see us as a buyer’s 
organization. Obviously our membership is all buyers […] 
but from my perspective […] I do see it somewhat differently 
but I guess I’m not surprised given that our board and our 
membership is buyer companies.”

(Interviewee 2, Organization B)

Caught in between playing its familiar NPO-role toward its members (tea 
buying companies), convincing them to participate in a complex CSP, whilst 
simultaneously in the negotiations with the producers, Organization B was 
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perceived as speaking only on behalf of their members’ interest rather than 
as neutral convener.

Due to the different perceptions among the Producer Association and 
Organization B on the latter’s role and position in the CSP (formation), a 
relationship of mutual distrust grew between them. Organization B, despite 
a lack of recognition among the producers, tried to maintain its position 
as convener, persevering in its MoU negotiations in collaboration with 
Organization A. However, it was unable to build a trusting relationship with 
the Producer Association, which was considered a crucial partner for the 
CSP. This dynamic between the Producer Association and Organization B 
had a strong influence on the collective convening process of Organizations 
A and B, because both organizations dealt differently with the situation they 
were confronted with.

5.5.3 Organization A: Building a trusting relationship with the 
producers

Organization A insisted on establishing a strong relationship with the 
Producer Association, because it considered the producers’ commitment 
essential toward the establishment of a successful CSP. In Organization A’s 
efforts to establish this relationship, we identified three strategic actions. The 
first strategic action of Organization A was to distance itself from Organization 
B in its interactions with the producers:

“They [Producer Association] blamed us for being too close 
with Organization B. Because they always saw us together. So 
we clashed a few times on this, that they felt that we were not 
sufficiently neutral, or were not sufficiently listening to them.”

(Interviewee 1, Organization A)

To change the Producer Association’s perception, Organization A sought more 
direct, patient interactions: “We took them very, very seriously, which was hard 
at times […] We were very patient with them” (Interviewee 1, Organization A).

Second, Organization A capitalized on its ability to play a dual role as 
convener and donor, and showed producers its willingness to invest also 
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financially in the CSP, and maintain involved for a longer period of time (up 
to 2020). The fact that the organization was willing to, in the words of an 
interviewee from the Producer Association, “put skin in the game,” also helped 
in establishing a trusting relationship with the producers.

Third, Organization A invested in attracting the right people to do the local 
convening work: it hired a consultant in the focal country to facilitate direct 
interactions with the producers and local government. Also, it introduced 
one of its Senior Advisors, who was an experienced tea producer and trader 
(having worked for years on both “sides” of tea production and procurement), 
and was therefore well-positioned to “speak the language of the producers” 
(Interviewee 1, Organization A). Slowly but steadily, the producers gained trust 
in Organization A, and became willing to participate in the MoU negotiations 
to establish a CSP together with the European partners.

Besides gaining the commitment of the producers, the three strategic 
actions of Organization A also resulted in a stronger convening position for 
the organization itself – at the cost of its partner Organization B. Therefore, 
these actions had their repercussions on the interorganizational level, as they 
had detrimental side-effects on the relationship between the two conveners. 
Whereas their collaborative convening effort had started synergistic, the 
collaboration now became more strained. However, the collaboration 
maintained throughout the CSP formation, as the two conveners jointly led 
the MoU negotiation.

5.5.4 Collective convening: Balancing synergies and conflict during 
the MoU negotiation

Although Organization A distanced itself from Organization B when interacting 
with producers, meanwhile it continued with their collaborative convening 
process – especially on the European side – in the MoU negotiation, which 
started toward the end of 2014. The idea to draft and sign a MoU to solidify 
the ambitions of the CSP was coined by Organization A, and informed by 
its prior experience with sector-wide commitments in its other commodity 
programs. Upon their return from the second scoping trip (November 2014), 
Organizations A and B started drafting the MoU.
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In the MoU negotiations, Organizations A and B jointly took up a convening 
role. Organization B connected with its private sector members, and with 
NGOs and certification bodies, while Organization A connected with traders 
and/or buyers that were not a member of Organization B, and also played 
an influential role in the dialogue with the producers through their country 
coordinator (the consultant they had hired in the focal country). Organizations 
A and B constantly held each other in the loop regarding “their” stakeholders’ 
responses and any progress or commitments. For instance, our analysis of the 
e-mail conversations shows an increase in the (frequency) of communication 
between the two conveners in this phase of CSP formation. With regard to 
convincing stakeholders to participate in the CSP, there was a clear advantage 
in collective convening: if one of the two conveners got stuck in negotiations, 
they brought in the other. On some occasions, Organization A asked its CEO to 
step in and negotiate with companies’ executives directly. In this phase, the two 
conveners also connected more closely with the international NGO that was in 
the end also included in the Steering Committee of the CSP: asking the NGO 
to reach out to organizations that were indecisive about their participation, to 
increase the pressure to sign the MoU and to strengthen the CSP’s legitimacy 
in general. Reflecting on the collaboration between the organizations in the 
MoU negotiations, a representative of Organization A stated:

“In my opinion we did it together. Organization B has been 
really strong in mobilizing its members, which are quite a lot 
of companies […] we were very much aligned. The idea of the 
MoU came from us. They played a key role in convincing their 
members. We convinced [company name]. So it was also a very 
practical ‘divide and conquer’ approach, but we kept each other 
in the loop at all times, very much working together also for 
example with the certifiers they played a key role. I think we 
played a key role with the producers.”

(Interviewee 1, Organization A)

Throughout these months of MoU negotiation, both organizations had to 
find a balance with regard to their own organizational level dynamics. For 
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Organization B, this balance was between its role as a convener of the overall 
CSP formation together with Organization A, and its responsibility to negotiate 
on behalf of its members (buying companies). Organization A, meanwhile, had 
to find a balance with regard to its connection to Organization B: on the one 
hand, it collaborated intensively and on an equal basis with Organization B 
in the MoU negotiations, while on the other hand still distancing itself from 
Organization B in its dialogues with the Producer Association. Toward the end of 
the CSP formation stage, transitioning toward implementation, Organization A’s 
funding role also became more pronounced: activities were being planned, and 
budgets were drafted to support these. Because Organization A had the control 
over a significant part of the CSPs budget, and because of its strong convening 
position and the recognition of the producers, it landed a strong position in the 
governance structure of the CSP: once the MoU was signed, it was the Strategic 
Advisor of Organization A that was appointed Chair of the CSP, and Organization 
A also managed the Secretariat for the CSP. Organization B, meanwhile, 
represented the procurement companies in the Steering Committee.

5.6 Discussion

In this paper, we examined a collaboration process between two organizations 
that together convened the formation of a complex CSP for sustainability. 
This process, which we define as collective convening, showed how the two 
organizations involved engaged in a paradoxical relationship – seeking 
equality in their capacity as conveners despite (financial) dependency between 
them. Furthermore, it showed how each convener brought its organizational 
level dynamics to the interorganizational level, which had an effect on their 
legitimacy as conveners and on the dyadic relationship between them. For 
Organization A, the coexistence of its (neutral) convening ambitions and its 
role as funder increased their legitimacy as CSP convener. For Organization 
B, its hybrid position in between commercial and social interests, which had 
been an asset in convening in the European context, became a salient tension 
in the CSP formation when confronted with the producer-end of the supply 
chain. Both these organizational-level dynamics had their repercussions 
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at the interorganizational level, in the dyadic relationship between the two 
conveners: while the collective convening process started as synergistic, over 
time the relationship between the conveners became more conflictive as a 
result of their diverging responses to the tensions emerging in the process.

Considering these responses, we identify the initial use of defensive response 
strategies dealing with the tensions in the collective convening process and 
active response strategies toward the end of the process. The shift from 
defensive to active responses for each tension coincided with the moment that 
the organizational level tension of Organization B was rendered salient because 
of the confrontation with the producers. Initially, for each of the tensions 
we see how the organization(s) clearly emphasized one pole over the other: 
Organization A moved from funding to convening, Organization B emphasized its 
social orientation, and the relationship between the organizations emphasized 
them being equal conveners in the collective convening process. However, being 
confronted with the producers, Organization B was forced to acknowledge 
its dual role and now had to find a balance between its convening role as a 
social, mission-driven organization and its role as representing their members 
(procurement companies) in the MoU negotiations. Organization A, meanwhile, 
productively combined its convener capacity with its ability to play a strong 
funding role and moved back and forth between the two. As a consequence, 
the relationship between the two conveners became less equal, and spiraled 
between equality and dependency during the MoU negotiations. These changing 
dynamics had their repercussions at the interorganizational level also in the 
relationship between the two conveners, which moved from synergistic at first, 
to be more strained, and finally toward a complex balance of the two dependent 
on context: in their interactions with producers, Organization A distanced itself 
from Organization B, but in the MoU negotiations they continued with their 
collective convening effort, seeking for complementarity and synergies in the 
process despite the tensions involved. Overall, the two organizations were able 
to navigate this tension throughout the process. Figure 5.1 summarizes the 
collective convening process outlined above. In terms of paradoxes, the figure 
shows the interactions between the organizational level and interorganizational 
level tensions, the responses of the two organizations, and the result in terms of 
the collective convening relationship between the two organizations over time.
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With this paper, we make three contributions to the literature. Our first 
contribution is the identification of, and elaboration on the notion of collective 
convening, which we define as the process in which two (or more) organizations 
share the responsibilities and tasks of the convener, in a coordinated effort to 
form a cross-sector partnership. So doing, we highlight two important features 
of collective convening. First, while we identify convening as a coordinated 
process, this does not imply that the conveners continuously work together in 
a synergistic relationship. Instead, we found that the relationship between the 
two conveners in our case changed from synergistic, toward more strained 
or conflictive, toward a balance between these two extremes. Despite these 
changing dynamics, the organizations maintained their collective convening 
constellation, seeking for complementarity despite the tensions in their 
relationship. This shows how conveners have to work through tension and 
conflict in their efforts to safeguard the formation of the CSP – a process seen 
in other studies of collaboration as well (Ferguson & Taminiau, 2014; Hardy & 
Phillips, 1998; Lasker, Weiss, & Miller, 2001; Weiss, Anderson, & Lasker, 2002). 
Yet, collective convening forces the joint conveners to work through tensions 
on three levels concurrently: the organizational level, the interorganizational 
level of the collective convening dyad, and the interorganizational level of 
the CSP formation. Second, and contrasting to existing notions of sharing 
the convening role, our notion of collective convening implies a situation 
in which two organizations simultaneously convene the same elements in 
the CSP formation process. Whereas prior studies have emphasized the 
division of convener tasks – each to be performed by a different organization 
or actor (Ansell & Gash, 2007; Gray & Purdy, 2018) – here we see how the two 
organizations jointly scoped interest (complementing each other’s network 
and expertise), and jointly negotiated the MoU. Over time, they split the 
tasks in stakeholder management: Organization A connecting to producers, 
Organization B connecting to procurement companies and NGOs primarily.

Our second contribution lies in revealing some of the underlying 
complexities involved in the process of convening CSPs. In our analysis of 
collective convening, we have revealed how each of the two conveners dealt 
with organizational level dynamics or tensions related to its own position. 
These organizational level dynamics were brought to the interorganizational 
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level, and influenced these interorganizational level dynamics in two ways: 
(a) the relationship between the two conveners, and (b) the CSP level 
interactions. Consequently, despite earlier research emphasizing the 
importance of neutrality or being unbiased as convener (Ansell & Gash, 2007; 
Dorado & Vaz, 2003; Kalegaonkar & Brown, 2000), conveners in fact bring 
their organizational level dynamics to the interorganizational level and in 
that sense are not neutral. In the case of Organization A, its funding role 
made the organization a powerful partner in the CSP formation process: it 
gave the organization decision power. This worked to its benefit, because it 
was able to combine its funding role with its relative “neutrality” in terms 
of not being considered a supply chain partner. In the case of Organization 
B, this organization was not accepted as neutral convener and accused of 
being biased toward its members – procurement companies – which may 
very well have been the case (as we saw in the MoU negotiation phase and 
the final outcome of the process, when Organization B took up the position 
of procurement representative in the Steering Committee). Hence, whereas 
Organization B was initially well-positioned to perform a bridging role 
between procurement companies and nonprofit organizations in Europe, 
it was not perceived as impartial in its interactions with producers. These 
findings confirm prior research on the importance of other’s perceptions in 
determining the authority and legitimacy of the convener (Stadtler & Probst, 
2012; Wood & Gray, 1991). However, our analysis has shown that, in the 
formation of a CSP, the constellation of stakeholders is not fixed, and the 
perceptions of the legitimacy of the convener(s) is subject to change with the 
entry or exit of stakeholders – in our case the entry of the producers led to a 
loss in legitimacy of Organization B’s convening role.

Our third contribution is that we have shown the relevance of a paradox 
lens in studying the process of (collective) convening of CSPs. Paradox 
theory emerged as a relevant lens to explain how organizations deal with 
competing demands simultaneously (Smith & Lewis, 2011). Following earlier 
work deploying paradox theory in the study of CSPs (Ashraf et al., 2017; Jay 
et al., 2017; Sharma & Bansal, 2017; Stadtler & van Wassenhove, 2016) and of 
conveners (Van Hille, de Bakker, Ferguson, et al., 2019), we extend paradox 
thinking in this domain by showing how the convening process was propelled 
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by multiple tensions co-occurring at different levels simultaneously: the 
organizational-level of each convener, and the interorganizational level 
dyad between the two conveners. Moreover, we considered the interactions 
between these levels. Our analysis therefore may also be of interest to paradox 
scholars, as it responds to calls for more research on inter-relations, or 
nestedness between tensions manifesting at different levels simultaneously 
(Fairhurst et al., 2016; Schad et al., 2016). In terms of response strategies, we 
showed how the conveners transitioned from defensive responses to active 
responses, acknowledging the complexities that are inherent to the convening 
process, and the importance of having to navigate tensions at multiple levels 
and in numerous interactions. Our analysis showed that successful convening 
requires active responses to (salient) tensions, acknowledging them, and 
seeking a strategy of balancing the opposing poles. As such, our findings yield 
practical relevance for organizations involved in CSP convening, particularly 
within the context of promoting sustainable trade but also beyond.

This study also has its limitations and these give rise to options for future 
research. For reasons of parsimony, we chose to zoom in on the dyadic 
interactions between the two conveners – and this allowed us to elaborate 
on the interactions between the two conveners in detail. However, collective 
convening is obviously not something that happens in isolation. Because 
of this choice, we considered the other partners involved as part of the 
“context” in which the collective convening process took place, however we 
found in our analysis that the roles and positions of the conveners were 
strongly influenced by partners outside the dyad: in this case primarily by 
the Producer Association. To better understand how the process of collective 
convening is influenced by other CSP partners, future research could 
zoom out and consider the dynamic between all CSP partners, instead of 
focusing solely on the conveners in the collective convening constellation. 
Such an approach may yield relevant insights in the interactions between 
tensions that co-occur at three levels simultaneously: the level of each 
convener, the interorganizational level dyad between the conveners, and the 
interorganizational level of the CSP. Second, our interest in the process of 
collective convening was aroused by its societal relevance: it reflects a timely 
topic, and reality for many complex partnerships nowadays where this task is 
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split between organizations. Therefore, studying more examples of collective 
convening may yield interesting insights in how conveners collaborate and 
“share the burden”, and how such collaborations between conveners impact 
the CSPs in positive and negative ways. In the context of the “partnership 
society,” this is an important future research agenda.

5.7 Conclusion

Our research illustrated the process of collective convening – when two (or 
more) organizations share the responsibilities and tasks of the convener in 
a coordinated effort to form a CSP – and how it was driven by tensions co-
occurring at the organizational and interorganizational-level between the 
two conveners. The initial defensive response strategies of the conveners 
– emphasizing one pole over the other for each tension – no longer sufficed 
once the organizational level tensions among one of the conveners became 
a salient contradiction frustrating the process. The different strategies of 
each convener in dealing with this tension led to friction in their relationship. 
As a consequence, the collective convening process that had started out 
synergistically, became more conflictive and finally led to a delicate balancing 
act in the final stages of the CSP formation. Collective convening represents 
a reality in many complex CSPs nowadays and our findings contribute to our 
understanding of this important phenomenon. Moreover, with our analysis 
we have shown how conveners bring their organizational level dynamics to 
the interorganizational level, and propose that these can influence the CSP 
formation process and the position of the convener(s) in both positive and 
negative ways.
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5.8 Appendix

Supporting quotations for the four dynamics involved in the collective 
convening process

1. From single to collective convening

Dynamic Representative quotes

Organization 
A 
transitioning 
toward 
convening

 -  Our involvement in the tea industry went from basically grant 
funding to serious convening, and at times now we are leading 
[…] (Interviewee 2, Organization A).

 -  It brought our tea program in a next phase. Much more partners 
from different backgrounds, different roles in the supply chain. 
It brought us closer to [NGO], and much closer to the producers. 
And actually, it has brought us, in my opinion, the role that our 
organization should have. The role of the neutral convener. 
(Interviewee 1, Organization A).

 -  They really wanted to get known for convening. They started 
taking a much more active role in wanting to be the Chair, be the 
convener… which came later in the process I think (Interviewee 
2, Organization B).

Equality 
versus 
dependency 
between 
the two 
conveners

 -  They [Organization A] are one of our funders, not a member. The 
members are only tea packers (Interviewee 1, Organization B).

 -  They were one of the co-funders of the initial study that we did 
with [NGO] and [consultant] (Interviewee 2, Organization B).

 -  At first we found it difficult to start a tea program with 
Organization B and its members, but that changed, and we build 
a trusting relationship. That relationship became stronger, and 
we started to jointly organize an annual sector event (Interviewee 
1, Organization A).

 - It is mostly our [Organization A] funding that’s used on projects. 
And we want to have final say in that. So that is decided by 
[Organization A] (Interviewee 4, Organization A).
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2. Organization B: Hybrid position becomes salient tension

Dynamic Representative quotes

Organization 
B’s hybrid 
position 
considered 
an asset

 -  We play this dual role all the time. For me, it’s the strength of our 
organization that obviously we are deeply connected to buying 
companies and because we understand them and we have long 
term relationships with them, we know how to influence them, 
but we are a mission driven organization with development 
professionals working on it so we can also then deliver change 
on the ground with partners. That’s our strength. In a way, that’s 
who we are. We play both roles (Interviewee 2, Organization B).

 -  I’m completely comfortable, morally, explaining working for 
Organization B and basically working on behalf of those companies 
[…] because it completely aligns with basically doing the right 
thing (Interviewee 1, Organization B).

Organization 
B’s hybrid 
position 
becomes 
salient 
tension

 -  The other interesting thing is, […] I think we discussed it the 
other day. Organization B, led by [Director], sees itself often 
as a development organization, just like Organization A, and 
[NGO]. The producers see them only as the representative of the 
buyers. So when things get tense in our meetings, and in our 
e-mail discussion, it’s often [Director Organization B] trying 
to be a development-person, but only being seen as the buyer 
representative (Interviewee 2, Organization A).

 -  It is because of the history of the program, because at the start 
of our tea program they were an implementing partner in the 
study leading to the report on wages in the tea industry, but the 
producers were not really involved in that. It was a European 
“party,” and there they were, and are, well positioned (Interviewee 
1, Organization A).
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3. Organization A: Building a trusting relationship with the producers

Dynamic Representative quotes

Strategic 
action 1: 
Organization 
A distances 
itself from 
Organization 
B

 -  We built a relationship with the producers. We explained what we 
do, explained that we want to function as a neutral organization 
between producers, buyers, civil society, government, unions. And 
that we could be a bridge between [them and] Organization B and 
the NGO, very specifically (Interviewee 1, Organization A).

 - Now we have a good relationship with the producers, and with the 
other stakeholders. But in the beginning, we were accused by the 
Producers that we were too close with Organization B. They always 
saw us together. So we clashed a few times with them on this. They 
felt we were not sufficiently neutral, or that we didn’t listen to them 
enough […] we tackled this by liaising with them more directly […] By 
taking them very seriously […] we’ve tried to really understand their 
perspective (Interviewee 1, Organization A).

Strategic 
action 2: 
Organization 
A 
emphasizes 
its role as 
funder and 
convener

 -  But I think we're in a good place, because in the end, much of this 
is our money, and so we have to safeguard that and so if things 
are going in the wrong direction, we have to then… push it in the 
correct way (Interviewee 3, Organization A).

 - I think the money does help. But I think what we have more is the 
independence. Being seen as that honest broker, for me actually, 
brings in more value than the money on its own. Having the money 
doesn’t hurt. Because I think at some point that card still gets 
played. But I find that it’s more the independence, being seen as 
that honest broker, the level of knowledge on basic tea business, 
also helps to build that credibility (Interviewee 3, Organization A).

 -  I think it would be quite hard for us to play that role if we did not 
contribute so much money to the program. I think it legitimizes 
a part of our role and agenda. Because imagine that you, as 
Organization A, are not a large funder in a program, what do you 
bring? (Interviewee 4, Organization A).

Strategic 
action 3: 
Organization 
A invests in 
personnel

 -  We have now moved into the local convening. We hired a local 
convener in [country], who is from the country […] which helped 
to be able to – almost literally – meet with the producers on a 
daily basis, and with the local government […] the communication 
with [country] is also difficult, that is a practical difficulty. In the 
end, [Name local convener] played a decisive role in convincing 
the producers to sign the MoU, simply because she was there 
(Interviewee 1, Organization A).

 -  From the start we knew we wanted to put [Senior Advisor 
Organization A] in that position [Chair of the Steering Committee] 
(Interviewee 1, Organization A).

 -  He has experience in managing tea plantations in [continent], can 
put on the hat of the producers, speak their language […] he is an 
expert (Interviewee 1, Organization A).
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4. Collective convening: Balancing synergies and conflict during the MoU negotiation

Dynamic Representative quotes

Seeking for 
synergy in 
a complex 
context

 - In my opinion we did it together. Organization B has been really 
strong in mobilizing its members, which are quite a lot of companies 
[…] we were very much aligned. The idea the MoU came from us. 
They played a key role in convincing their members. We convinced 
[companies’ names]. So it was also a very practical “divide and 
conquer” approach, but we kept each other in the loop at all times, 
very much working together also for example with the certifiers, they 
played a key role. I think we played a key role with the producers 
(Interviewee 1, Organization A).

 -  What has happened, for this particular program [Director 
Organization A] has had to distance himself from [Director 
Organization B]. They’ve done a lot of work together over the 
last 4 years, and Organization A has given a lot of money to 
Organization B to do good stuff. But in this particular program 
[Director Organization A] has had to say “no” to certain things, 
[…] because we’re convening. And it’s not a pally relationship 
anymore (Interviewee 2, Organization A).

 -  It wasn’t, and still is, not pleasant for Organization B. And it 
gave us the opportunity to strongly position ourselves as the 
organization in-between producers, buyers, and civil society. 
[…] But this also gave [Organization B] the power to bring a lot 
of partners together, together with us. But I do think you can 
say that, when we entered the stage, performing the role as 
middleman, that was the moment it really got going. Because 
before, the producers didn’t really want to move (Interviewee 1, 
Organization A).

Organization 
A appointed 
as Chair of 
the Steering 
Committee

 -  I think it’s right that we weren’t the Chair for this, because of 
the politics around the buyers and suppliers (Interviewee 2, 
Organization B).

 -  [Program Director Organization A] sucked me in […] there was talk 
about independence in terms of the convening role and who should 
Chair the meetings […] you have to be very careful that one of the 
stakeholders doesn’t hold the position of leadership, because 
otherwise others feel as though it’s unfair, and sometimes they 
react quite badly. And that’s somehow how I managed to get the 
job (Interviewee 2, Organization A).

 -  I understand why Organization A has moved into this space and 
I think generally it’s the right decision but I think Organization A 
took on the role as they were moving into this space and really 
transitioning from a funding organization to try and become a 
convening organization into what has, in my experience, been one 
of the most difficult programs I’ve seen […] I suppose my point 
is they were quite new when they went through it (Interviewee 2, 
Organization B).


